We define type theory with explicit conversions. When type checking a term in normal type theory, the system searches for convertibility paths between types. The results of these searches are not stored in the term, and need to be reconstructed every time again. In our system, this information is also represented in the term.
Introduction
Dependent type systems are used as a basis for formalising mathematics through the well-known Curry-Howard formulas-as-types embedding. Types are used to represent "sets" and "data types," but also to represent "formulas." In that interpretation a proof of a formula A is a term M of type A. So, proofs become first-class citizens of the system and proof checking is the same as type checking: verifying whether M : A holds. A proof assistant like Coq is based on this idea, using a type system called the "Calculus of Inductive Constructions". This system also includes a (small) functional programming language: one can define data types as inductive types Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. and program functions over these data types by well-founded recursion.
In dependent type systems, terms occur in types, so one can do (computational) reduction steps inside types. This includes β-reduction steps, but, in case one has inductive types, also ι-reduction and, in case one has definitions, also δ-reduction. A type B that is obtained from A by a (computational) reduction step is considered to be "equal" to A. A common approach to deal with this equality between types is to use an externally defined notion of conversion. In case one has only β-reduction, this is β-conversion which is denoted by A β B. This is the least congruence containing the β-reduction step. Then there is a conversion rule of the form
Now, when you apply a term M : A → B to a term P : A , one needs to check if A β A . There is a general way to do this: reduce both types to β-normal-form, and check if these normal forms are equal. Unfortunately, reducing a term to β-normal-form might take hyperexponential time. In practice, proof checkers use heuristics to check if two types are β-convertible without reducing to normal form. However, there is in general no efficient way to check β-convertibility.
The phenomenon that β-convertibility -which is a crucial and non-trivial part of the correctness of a proof -is checked by an auxiliary program and not recorded in the proof-term goes against the intuition of what a proof is. A proof should be "self evident" and should encode all information to check its correctness; it should not require additional computation or intelligence to verify a proof. At present, the situation is far from that. Notably in the system Coq, where βδι-conversion is used to implement proof search algorithms and automated theorem proving algorithms inside the type system, using the so called reflection approach, see for example [9, 14] . The idea is to reflect part of the meta-language in the object language and to write proof search algorithms that Coq needs to execute during the type checking phase. Coq users clearly consider this a feature: use Coq's convertibility check to do proof automation.
So, the conversion rule allows one to trade proving (writing explicit proof terms) for computing (the convertibility check in the type checking algorithm). It is not so clear cut whether this is a good idea. At the TYPES meeting in Kloster Irsee in 1998, Henk Barendregt explained the use of the conversion rule in the reflection method, and Per Martin-Löf seemed to consider this to be a bug, because proofs were not "self explanatory" anymore. Also Dick de Bruijn has often stressed the importance of weak logical frameworks, e.g. [6] . He stressed the point that the logical framework should be general and that additional rules for doing logic or computation should be provided by the user.
Contribution In this paper we define the framework PTS f , which are Pure Type Systems (PTS) with type-conversions explicitly recorded in the proof terms. This makes these terms blow up, but then gives the property that type checking is linear in the size of the term (where one counts a substitution as one step), and that types are not just determined up to beta conversion. In particular for functional specifications every term has a unique type. We state and prove the equivalence of the two frameworks: we show that every PTS λS is equivalent to its PTS f companion λ f S. In this paper we write λ f S for the instance of the framework PTS f with specification S, and similarly λS is the instance of the framework PTS. We also show that there is a unique derivation of a λ f S judgement, making the rules syntax directed [18] . Our proofs involves a number of subtle technical steps, so we have completely formalised the proof of our main result in Coq.
Approach The idea is to introduce proof terms of equalities and add these proof terms to the term when the conversion rule is used. So, there is a separate equality judgement of the form Γ f H : A = A , which means that H codes the proof that A and A are convertible in context Γ. The conversion rule now becomes
Note that the convertibility proof H is added to the term. Explicit convertibility proofs do not prevent the use of reflection. A proof assistant can keep track of reduction steps and insert them in the proof term.
The equivalence of PTS f with the original PTS uses another variant of PTS called PTSe, that uses typed judgemental equality. In PTSe, there are also separate equality judgements, but now of the form Γ e A = A : B. The difference with PTS f lies in the fact that
• in PTSe, the terms A and A are forced to have the same type,
• in PTSe, there is no proof term witnessing the equality.
In PTSe, the conversion rule is Γ e a : A Γ e A = A : s Γ e a : A .
The equivalence proof of PTS and PTS f proceeds by showing that every PTSe judgement can be transformed into a PTS f judgement. It has already been shown in the literature that a PTSe is equivalent to the corresponding PTS. In [2] it is shown that these two systems are equivalent for a special family of functional PTSs.
In [16] this result is generalised to arbitrary PTSs. We don't prove our equivalence result for one type system, but work in the general setting of Pure Type Systems (PTSs), which allows to build meta-theory for a whole family of type systems. This is to avoid having to build this meta-theory for all type systems one by one.
Overview of the paper In Section 2 we recall the definition of Pure Type Systems. We assume familiarity with type theory and PTSs, so we don't go into much detail. The article [4] gives a more detailed introduction to Pure Type Systems. In Section 3 we describe PTSes, Pure Type Systems with typed judgemental equality λeS. We state the equivalence between PTS and PTSe.
In Section 4 we introduce PTS f , Pure Type Systems with typed convertibility proofs λ f S. This system is a generalisation of the system λF in paper [8] . We study the system λF , which we call λ f P in this paper, more closely in Section 7. In Section 4 we also prove an important property about λ f S, namely that every judgement has a unique derivation.
In Section 5 we prove the equivalence between PTS and PTS f . In Section 5.1 we study the erasure map in judgements, which is a map from PTS f -terms to PTS-terms and we also use this map to prove "PTS f ⇒ PTS", which states that a derivation in PTS f can be transformed to a similar derivation in PTS. Then we prove in Section 5.2 the crucial technical result that states that equality is preserved under substitutions. In the final section, 5.3 we prove "PTSe ⇒ PTS f ". Together with the other implication and the equivalence between PTS and PTSe we conclude that the systems PTS and PTS f are equivalent. We finish by proving an injectivity statement for products. The proven implications are displayed in Figure 1 .1. The equivalence in the figure (Theorem 3.1) is the work of Siles.
Because the proof of the equivalence between PTS and PTS f is technical and involves large proofs with many cases, we have also formalised the proof in the proof assistant Coq. In Section 6 we describe this formalisation. Using Coq as proof assistant, we can profit from the fact that Siles has formalised the equivalence between PTS and PTSe in Coq. We have built the formalisation of our proof on top of the formalisation of Siles, to be able to use his results. The formalisation can be found at http://www.cs. ru.nl/~freek/ptsf/. Lemmas and Theorems which have been formalised (mainly in Section 5) state the name of the result in the Coq code using the format [Coq name].
In Section 7 we look more closely at the PTS λ f P and to a subfamily of PTSs called functional PTSs. We prove that in functional PTSs every term has a unique type, and that if we have a convertibility proof between terms, the corresponding types are also convertible. We also present some slight simplifications to the rules used for PTSs in these particular cases.
This article is a reworked version of the Master's thesis of the first author at Utrecht University [7] , which was written under the supervision of Jaap van Oosten.
PTS: Pure Type Systems
In this section we introduce the notion of Pure Type Systems (PTSs). This is a broad family of type systems, and in this paper will we only treat type systems which can be described as PTS. The specification S of a PTS consists of three sets S = (S, A, R), where S is the set of sorts, A ⊆ S × S is the set of axioms, and R ⊆ S × S × S is the set of relations. We will use the letters s, t for sorts, possibly adorned with primes or subscripts.
We fix a countably infinite set of variables V. We will denote variables by x, y, z possibly adorned with primes or subscripts. Given a specification S, then we construct the PTS λS consisting of a set of pseudoterms, pseudocontexts, pseudojudgements and rules to inductively define the judgements. The set T of pseudoterms is constructed using the following grammar:
We will use the letters a, b, c, d, A, B, C, D, M, N , possibly adorned with primes or subscripts, for pseudoterms. Next we define beta reduction. One step beta reduction is the compatible closure of the relation
and denoted by → β . Beta reduction is the reflexive transitive closure of one step beta reduction and denoted by β . Beta conver- then there is a pseudoterm C such that A β C and B β C.
Next, we define the set C of pseudocontexts by
Here · is called the empty context. Pseudocontexts are denoted by Γ or ∆, possibly adorned with subscripts or primes. All pseudocontexts Γ are of the form (we leave out the dot) Γ ≡ x1 : A1, x2 : A2, . . . , xn : An for some n ≥ 0. We define dom Γ = {x1, . . . , xn} and (x : A) ∈ Γ if x ≡ xi and A ≡ Ai for some i. We write Γ[x := a] for the context
Given two pseudocontexts Γ and ∆, we will write the concatenation of these pseudocontexts by Γ, ∆.
Furthermore we have pseudojudgements of the form
Here Γ is a legality pseudojudgement, meaning that Γ is a legal context and Γ a : A is a typing pseudojudgement. The rules generating the judgements are given in Figure 2 .1. In the (abs)-rule we use the abbreviation Γ A : B : C for "Γ A : B and Γ B : C." For a more detailed overview of PTSs, see Barendregt [4] . The rules presented here are different from the rules that Barendregt uses in two aspects, but the rules are well known to be equivalent [15] . The first difference is that we have explicit judgements to indicate that a context is correct, while Barendregt uses rules where one can weaken a typing judgement by inserting an additional declaration to the context. We chose for this version because then the derivation of a judgement then corresponds better to the term which is typed. The second difference is that in the (abs)-rule the relation used to type the product is mentioned as assumption. Alternatively, one can use an (abs)-rule with assumption that the product has a type, i.e. Γ Πx:A.B : s. We chose for this version because it was used in by Geuvers [8] and Siles [16] .
We will use one nontrivial proposition from the meta-theory of PTSs.
Proof. See [4] , Lemma 5.2.15 on page 107.
PTS e : Typed judgemental equality
Given a specification S, we define the Pure Type System with typed judgemental equality (PTSe) λeS as follows. It has the same pseudoterms and pseudocontexts as λS, but there is another kind of pseudojudgement. We will annotate the turnstile with a subscript e to distinguish the judgements in PTSe from judgements in PTS. We still have the ordinary typing judgement Γ e M : A and legality judgement Γ e, but we also have an equality judgement Γ e M = M : A. The deduction rules are given in Figure 3 .1. The first seven rules are exactly the same, but in the conversion rule we do not use an externally defined beta convertibility anymore, instead, we have to prove the equality within the system. The new rules describe what the equality judgements are. The rules (ref), (sym) and (trans) are for the reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of the equality. Then (beta) is the analogue of equation (1) in this system, and the rules (prod-eq), (abs-eq) and (app-eq) are to ensure that the equality is compatible with the structure of terms. Finally we also have a conversion rule (conv-eq) for equality judgements
The systems PTS and PTSe are equivalent, which is the statement of the following Theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Equivalence of PTS and PTSe).
The proof is difficult and is given in [16] . If one tries to prove this directly, then the direction from left to right is easy by induction over the derivation of the judgement, but for the other direction, the equivalence of equality is very difficult, as is described in [2] . One could try to derive that if Γ M : A and M β N then Γ e M = N : A from which the desired statement follows using Church-Rosser (Theorem 2.1). In normal PTSs, the way to derive such a statement is to prove the following statements simultaneously by induction
Here x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An → β x1 : B1, . . . , xn : Bn means that there is a j ≤ n such that Aj → β Bj and that for all i = j we have Ai ≡ Bi. If one tries to prove this, the difficult case is proving (app) for the first statement, specifically if one derived is no obvious way to prove this, because the equality could have been derived via a chain of (trans)-rules, and we don't really know much about the terms in the middle of this chain. The way [16] proved the Theorem was to define a new variant of PTS they called Pure Type System based on Annotated Typed Reduction or PTSatr. This system is a typed version of parallel beta reduction [17] . They also needed to add typing information to each application, which means that each application was of the form MΠx:A.BN where Πx:A.B is the type of M . In this system they were able to prove confluence for the typed reduction, and from that they were able to prove a weak form of product injectivity and also subject reduction. Then they proved the equivalence between PTSatr and PTSe. This equivalence implies Theorem 3.1.
PTS f : Typed convertibility proofs
For a specification S we define the Pure Type System with convertibility proofs (PTS f ) λ f S as follows. There is a separate class H of (pseudo-)convertibility proofs and the pseudoterms T have one extra constructor, the conversion a H for a pseudoterm a and convertibility proof H:
The convertibility proofs have the following grammar, and are denoted by H (possibly adorned with primes or subscripts):
Note that the ι in the grammar has nothing to do with ι-reduction. We use this slightly confusing notation to stay compatible with [8] .
We define H[x := a] in the obvious way. In {H1, The pseudocontexts have the same grammar as before. As in PTSe, there are three different kind of judgements, but the equality judgement is now different. In PTSe, the equality judgement has the form Γ e M = N : A, while in PTS f , the equality judgement has the form Γ f H : M = N . So instead of typing the equality, we have a convertibility proof witnessing the equality. This also means that in PTS f , the terms in an equality judgement a priori need not have the same type, hence this equality is a form of heterogenous or John Major equality [13] . Also, for non-functional specifications we will see an example of an equality between terms which do not have the same type in Section 7.1. In summary, the judgements have the grammar
The deduction rules are given in Figure 4 .1. The first seven rules are exactly the same as before, the conversion rule is different, and the other rules describe how to derive equality judgements. In the conversion rule, the most notable difference is that the convertibility proof H is added to the term, so that you can store exactly which rules were used to derive the equality. Most of the rules for equality judgements correspond to a similar PTSe-rule. There are again rules for reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity. Then we have the beta rule, and rules to equate products, abstractions and applications. Note that we need much more hypotheses to these rules relative to the rules for PTSe, because we need both typing information and equality information, and in the rules for PTSe these could be given in a single judgement. At last we have the (iota)-rule which describes the equality between a term and the same term annotated with a convertibility proof.
In Figure 4 .2 we present simpler versions of some of the rules. These have less assumptions than the corresponding rules in Figure  4 .1, but we stick to the rules in Figure 4 .1 to make them more
(prod-eq) In Section 7 we look at some special cases for the specification S, and will notice that some rules can be simplified further in these special cases.
The main motivation for defining the system PTS f is the following Theorem. With "the rules used in the derivation of a judgement J" we mean the derivation tree der(J) (which a priori depends on more than only J) with nodes labelled by (nil), (cons), (sort), . . ., (iota), describing which rules are used. For example der( f ) is a tree with the single node labelled by (nil), and if we last used the rule (abs)-rule 
Using this notation, the statement of Theorem 4.1 becomes that the function der is well-defined from judgements to labelled trees, i.e. it only depends on the judgement. Note that der(J) does not give all information about the derivation of J. For example, a derivation with derivation tree (nil) (sort) could have conclusion f s : t for all axioms (s, t) ∈ A. ∅ We cannot simply prove Theorem 4.1 by induction, because we need a stronger induction hypothesis for the (abs)-rule. In that case the term λx:A.b in the conclusion does not fully describe the type B of b. Still, one of the hypotheses to the rule is that B has a type, and we want to conclude that the derivation tree of such judgement is independent of the exact form of B. So we need to prove that if b has two different types B and B , the derivation trees Note that in particular equal terms are comparable, and that any two sorts are comparable.
The following Lemma is the PTS f -version of the Typing Lemma in [19] . Proof. By induction on the structure of M .
In Section 7 below we will see that in the case of functional PTSs the types A and B will always be equal (instead of just being comparable), and that therefore in a functional PTS f a term always has a unique type. This property is one of the main motivations of our approach. In Remark 7.10 we will show that this property makes it possible to give an LF encoding of some PTS f s in a way that the LF type for terms becomes dependent on the type of the encoded terms.
We now prove a result which implies Theorem 4.1. We define the following concepts for PTS f , needed for the meta-theory. Definition 4.6.
M is called a Γ-term if there is a judgement with context Γ
in which M appears as a pseudoterm (outside Γ), i.e., either Thus |M | is the pseudoterm M with all convertibility proofs removed. If M is a term, then |M | need not to be a term (only a pseudoterm), but it always is a PTS-term, which we will prove later. We say that M is a lift of M if |M | ≡ M . We extend the erasure map (and the notion of lift) to contexts by |x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An| ≡ x1 : |A1|, . . . , xn : |An|.
Meta-theory of PTS f
In this section we show the equivalence between the type systems PTS f and PTS using the equivalence between PTSe and PTS. In Section 5.1 we will prove the implication "PTS f ⇒ PTS" and some properties about the erasure map. In Section 5.2 we will prove a Lemma about equality between substitutions. Finally in Section 5.3 we prove the implication "PTSe ⇒ PTS f ", and Product Injectivity as Corollary. All results in this section have been formalised in Coq. The name of the corresponding result in Coq is written next to each result. The system PTS f satisfies the Weakening, Substitution and Generation properties as usual. The following properties also hold. Proof. The statements are proved separately by induction on the derivation of the judgement in the assumptions, distinguishing cases according to the last applied rule.
Erasure map
In this section we will prove some properties about the erasure map as defined in Definition 4.6.7. We start with the implication "PTS f ⇒ PTS".
Proof. We use simultaneous induction on the derivation of the judgement in each statement, distinguishing cases according to the last used rule. All cases are easy.
Although the proof is easy, this gives us a lot of information about equality judgements. For example, one cannot derive an equality between two different sorts, because otherwise these sorts would be β-convertible, which they aren't by the Church-Rosser Theorem. So even if the chosen specification is inconsistent (i.e. all types are inhabited), one still cannot prove all equalities.
Proof. The statements are proved separately using different Lemmas, mainly the Substitution Lemma.
Proposition 5.4 (Erasure Injectivity). [erasure injectivity term]
If A and A have types under Γ and |A| ≡ |A |, then Γ f A = A .
Proof. By induction on the structure of A we prove that for all A and Γ, if A and A have types under Γ and |A| ≡ |A |, then Γ f A = A . In every step we use induction on the structure of A .
Lemma 5.5. 
Γ f a2 : A, |A| ≡ |B| and B is a Γ-semitype, then there are lifts b1, b2 of |a1|, |a2| respectively such that Γ f b1 = b2, Γ f b1 : B and Γ f b2 : B.
Proof. The first statement is by induction on the structure of A. The others follow from previous Lemmas, mainly Erasure Injectivity.
Equality of substitutions
In the proof of the equivalence between PTS f and PTSe we will need one more lemma to be able to handle the (app-eq)-case. If we have a convertibility proof between two applications, concluded by (app-eq), we need to prove that the types are also convertible under the same context. This means that we need to prove Corollary 5.9, but this cannot be done by a simple induction on the first judgement. For this we need a more general statement (Proposition 5.8), where x : T can occur anywhere in the context. To see why this is the case, let us try to prove Corollary 5.9. So we want to conclude
The obvious way to do this is by induction on either M or induction on the derivation of the judgement Γ, x : T f M : N (these inductions come down to the same thing). So if we do either induction, we have a problem in the product case. Then Γ, x : T f Πy:A.B : s3 is concluded from Γ, x : T f A : s1 and Γ, x : T, y : A f B : s2. There's no problem with applying the IH to the first judgement, to obtain Γ f A[x := a1] = A[x := a2], but for the second judgement we have a problem. We cannot apply the IH to it, because the declaration x : T does not occur at the end of the context. So we get stuck.
We might now try to prove a similar statement if we replace the first judgement in the assumption with Γ, x : T, y : A f M : N . Of course this will also fail in the product case, because one of the hypotheses to the rule will have an extra declaration to the end of the context. Still, it is illustrative to try this, because it justifies the definition we're about to introduce. = a2] has a type under Γ, y : A[x := a2], but there seems to be no context where both terms have a type, which we need for our equality.
To solve this problem, let's look at what we exactly need in our attempt to prove the product case above. Then we want to apply (prod-eq) to conclude 
Here H is the convertibility proof determined by
= a2], which we already had by the IH on the first judgement. This gives us exactly the statement we need to prove if the relevant declaration x : T is the second last declaration in the context. Then we need to prove that
can be concluded from
If we try to prove this with induction, we again fail in the product case, and we need a new Lemma which states what the formulation becomes if we move the relevant declaration x : T to the third last 
We start with the convertibility between A and A . By Theorem 5.12 we conclude that |Γ| |A| : s1 and |Γ| |A | : s 1 , hence by Theorem 5.11 there are lifts A1 and A 1 of |A| and |A | respectively, such that Γ f A1 = A 1 . By Equality Typing and Erasure Injectivity (Proposition 5.4), we find that Γ f A = A1 and Γ f A 1 = A . By (trans) twice, we find a convertibility proof H such that Γ H : A = A . The convertibility between B and B [x := x H ] is proven similarly. This completes the proof.
Formalisation of the proof
The proofs in the previous section are rather technical, and require far more space to write out in full than was available. To give more confidence in the proofs and make sure we did not make any mistakes we have completely formalised all proofs. During the formalisation we also discovered some errors in earlier versions of the proofs of our theorems. We used the proof assistant Coq [12] (version 8.4) for this purpose. As starting point we used the formalisation of Siles [16] , who has formalised his proof of Theorem 3.1 in Coq. The most notable difference between the formalisation and this paper is that we used de Bruijn indices [5] . We chose to use these because one of the advantages of de Bruijn indices is that one does not have to consider alpha conversion. There is also a unique way to represent closed terms, and there is a simple lift operator [11] (or shift operator [1] ) which does not require to check freshness of variables. Siles' formalisation also used de Bruijn indices. We used proper names as variables for this paper because they're easier to read and write.
The Coq files of the formalisation can be found on the web at the address http://www.cs.ru.nl/~freek/ptsf/. The files starting with f are a formalisation of the proofs presented in this paper and the rest is Siles' formalisation. The following table is a summary of the files (the number of lines are approximations). 
Special cases of PTSs
In this section we will consider the specification P, defined below. This specification is of particular interest, because λP is closely related to the LF Type System [10] . It is also a member of the lambda cube [3] .
An important property about λP is that it is functional. We first prove some properties of all functional PTSs.
Functional PTSs Definition 7.2. A specification (S, A, R) is functional (or singly sorted) if
• For any two axioms (s1, s2), (s1, s 2 ) ∈ A we have s2 = s 2 .
• For any two relations (s1, s2, s3), (s1, s2, s 3 ) ∈ R we have s3 = s 3 .
An important property of functional specifications is that every term has a unique type. In PTS this means "unique up to beta conversion", but in PTS f this really means unique types (up to alpha conversion). Also note that f = cannot hold, because it would imply β . This tells us two things.
1. Even though f a = b, there is no type A of a convertible with a type B of b. 2. The rule (prod-eq) can be used where the relations (s1, s2, s3) and (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) are different relations (and a similar example can be used to show the same for (abs-eq)).
The second remark doesn't necessarily mean we can prove less equalities if we would only allow (prod-eq ). Because if we use (prod-eq ) twice one can prove
Then we can still prove f a = b using (trans). It is unknown if this trick can be generalised, such that the rules (prod-eq ) and (abseq ) would suffice to prove all convertibilities which are provable in PTS f . ∅ 7.2 The system λ f P
In the specification P one can do another simplification of the rules. In the rules (conv) one can leave out the assumption Γ f A : s, because in this case this is automatically true.
Proposition 7.7. In λ f P the following statements hold.
Proof. 1. First note that s = * , because s has a type under Γ. Now we prove the statement by induction on H, which uniquely determines the last used rule of the derivation of the judgement in the hypothesis. 2. This follows from Proposition 7.4 and Part 1 of this Proposition.
Remark 7.8. The above Proposition implies that one can remove the assumption Γ f A : s from (conv) and (iota), because if Γ a : A then A is a Γ-semitype by Type Correctness, and since A has a type under Γ by Equality Typing we know that Γ A : s for some sort s.
In other specifications the above Lemma is false, and by removing the assumption Γ f A : s from (conv) and/or (iota) either Type Correctness or Equality Typing will fail to be true, as Example 7.9 demonstrates. ∅ Example 7.9. Given the specification S = (S, A, R) where
Let Γ ≡ A : * , a : A. Note that Γ is legal, and that by (beta) we can conclude that Γ f (λx: . * ) * :
and that for H ≡ β((λx: . * ) * ) † we have Γ f H : * = (λx: . * ) * . For a normal PTS this will not be possible, as there the type is only determined up to conversion, which will not correspond to the underlying LF conversion.
The LF context for λ f P is shown in Figure 7 .1, which is the L A T E X rendering of a Coq version of that context. In it the simplifications from Remarks 7.5 and 7.8 have been applied.
In this encoding there is the subtlety that * both occurs as a term of type , as well as a type (i.e., as the argument of the term type). To handle this, we have an embedding i from terms to types, and a predicate is sort that encodes which types are sorts.
We have not proved the adequacy of this encoding. Also we have not yet investigated how an encoding like this might be given for PTS f s beyond the lambda cube. ∅
Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper we look at explicit convertibility proofs in the context of the PTS framework, and we intentionally aim at showing that making convertibility proofs explicit does not mean that the type theory has to be different. However, the ideas from our system can be applied to type theories outside the PTS framework too, and one also could change what is typable in a system, possibly making it more versatile. As an example outside the PTS world, recently a paper by Weirich, Hsu and Eisenberg was accepted for ICFP 2013, in which which they independently extended the type equality proofs called coercions of the core language of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler FC in a style that is very similar to our approach [20] . Another interesting possibility is to study whether our approach could be applied to extensional type theories. A drawback of these type theories is their lack of decidable type checking. However, if every conversion were accompanied by an explicit proof, this would not be the case anymore. For this reason it is interesting to investigate whether our results can be extended to extensional systems. The proof of the equivalence of a PTS and its companion PTS f -Theorem 5.12 -implicitly gives an algorithm that converts a PTS derivation (with implicit conversion) to a PTS f derivation (with explicit conversion). This algorithm can help in a type synthesis algorithm, i.e. an algorithm that computes a types of a typable term. It would be interesting to give these algorithms more explicitly, and to determine the time complexity of the algorithm.
The present paper is an extension of [8] , where a system λF has been introduced, which is the PTS f variant of the well-known PTS λP , the type system corresponding to the Edinburgh Logical Framework. The paper [8] conversions, which are added to the proof terms in the same way as in λF . In λH however, the terms in the equalities do not need to be well-typed in the sense of the system. So in λH, we have H : A = A if H codes a conversion between the pseudo-terms A and A and the conversion rule is Γ h a : A Γ h A : s H :
This is closer to the original conversion rule in PTSs, because there also the conversion does not have to go through the well-typed terms. An "H-version", PTS h , can be defined for every PTS, and this system is then in between PTS and PTS f : if Γ f M : A, then Γ h M : A (with slightly different convertibility proofs in the terms), and if Γ h M : A, then |Γ| |M | : |A|. This means that the results that we have proved in the present paper about the relation between PTS f and PTS immediately extend to PTS h . As future research, it would be interesting to extend the idea of defining an LF context for an arbitrary PTS f . This amounts to parameterising the definition in Figure 7 .1 over a PTS-specification and proving the adequacy of this definition.
Another interesting issue is to extend this work with δ-reductions (for unfolding definitions) and ι-reductions (for well-founded recursion over inductive types). A practical implementation of type theory has definitions, and many of them also have inductive types.
Finally, for PTS f we have come across the interesting problem whether the system with the rules (prod-eq) and (abs-eq) replaced by (prod-eq ) and (abs-eq ), as given on page 9, is equivalent to the original one. In Section 7.1 we have proven that this is the case for all functional PTSs, but for non-functional PTSs it is open.
